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“Nothing conceivable is so petty, so insipid, so crowded with paltry
interests – in one word so anti- poetic – as the life of a man in the United
States. But among the thoughts which it suggests, there is always one that is
full of poetry, and this is the hidden nerve which gives vigor to the whole
frame.”
(Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America)

Sweet Tectonic: observations on an American
tectonic
Introduction:
Much has been written about the tectonic, particularly in reference to the
architecture of what used to be termed the ‘old world’. It appears that less
attention has been given to understanding the tectonics of the architecture of
the ‘new world’, specifically the architecture of America from the revolutionary
war period to the present. This essay will attempt to inquire about the possibility of an American tectonic. An attempt will be made to identify the interplay
between key intellectual foundations and historical developments of an American tectonic and to demonstrate how this ‘tradition’ differs from a European
approach. The entasis of a Greek column, according to Stanford Anderson,
the touchstone of the tectonic, simply has no equivalent in American architecture. Is the double hung window, the icon of American domestic architecture
our entasis? The elegant visual culture exemplified in the work of Scarpa at
Brion can be contrasted with the ‘rough and ready’ detailing of Wright at
Fallingwater. In the former there is architecture as pure expression, and in the
latter, architecture as the expression of ideas. Scarpa’s tectonic is Aristotelian
in its insistence on the immanent and Wright’s is Platonic by its reliance on the
ideal.

The enigma of the tectonic:
The question of the tectonic is perhaps the single most important and complex
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subject in all of architecture. In probing into this idea one encounters the most
fundamental and essential characteristics of architecture. At the threshold of
the tectonic is the permeable boundary between history and philosophy,
between what has happened and the love of wisdom. The tectonic appears at
once capable of being both an historical phenomena and a theoretical principle. This is why it is so difficult to define the tectonic in a single all encompassing definition that holds for all cases. Historically the tectonic is evidenced in the actual occurrences (buildings) that have appeared over time
and categorized by historians through general stylistic parameters and particular constructional approaches. Philosophically the tectonic is located in the
distinction and overlap between art (techne) and knowledge (episteme). One
is never really certain whether the tectonic is history or theory. It becomes
crucial to attempt to carefully define terms and clarify ideas that tend to evade
precise definition and to make distinctions between words such as architecture, building, tectonic, construction, structure and poetics. It is all the more
complex when confronting the necessary scaffold of interconnectivity between
these words as well.

The poetics of construction:
Our current generation of architectural educators is indebted to Kenneth
Frampton for brilliantly re-elaborating and inserting the timeless tectonic
question into our discourse as a resistant alternative strategy to the dominance of the post-modern. Frampton has variously defined the tectonic as a
‘poetics of construction’ and a ‘structural poetic.’ These definitions are then
used to re-focus the history of modern architecture as the history of tectonic
tendencies rather then spatial manifestations. He invokes the significance of
the etymology of the word tekton from which the word tectonic originates from
and reminds us of its ancient Greek meaning as carpenter or builder. He links
the prosaic dimensions of the tectonic with its providing the basis of the aesthetic judgement and a-posteriori valuing of architecture. In this sense the
tectonic is an axiology of architecture or the study of what one values in
architecture. Ultimately he suggests that as a tekton, the carpenter assumes
the role of the poet.
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The tectonic is an avenue to get closer to the quiddity of architecture, both as
an object and as a place-form, rather than the psychological distancing that
may occur with spatial interpretations. In stating what the tectonic is and is not
Frampton writes;
“…we intend by the term [tectonic] not only the structural component
but also the formal amplification of its presence in relation to the assemble of which it is part…not only the structural and material probity
of form but also a poetics of construction.”

Frampton invokes the idea of poetics at the heart of what he means by the
tectonic in either the guise of construction or structure. What then is poetics?
According to Paul Valêry poetics simply means making. Re-claiming the
Greek sense of the term, Valêry declares a crucial distinction between the
production of a work and the production of its value that is attached to a work.
One could say that poetics then has an immanent existence in the mind of the
architect and an after life in the form of historical criticism. The act of making is
more significant to the architect than the thing made, which is the material of
an historian. Here Valêry was claiming a difference between the mind of the
maker and the mind of the critic who writes an analysis post-facto of its supposed value.

A Poetic of equality:
A question remains of how the practice and education of architects in America
can relate to the subtlety of the tectonic tradition as Frampton so eloquently
describes it. There appears to be a profound incommensurability and incongruity that simply does not fit the American situation. The currency in the US of
an approach based on a ‘poetics of construction’ and craft based European
architecture culture appears almost a world apart from what American architectural civilization is based upon. In the European context formal integrity has
a fundamental priority that gives architecture an almost ontological status. This
European tectonic is philosophical in the Greek sense of philosophy embued
with an autonomy that becomes the ethical/aesthetic principle of architecture.
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The question is whether this formulation of the tectonic is or has been adequate to the American situation. Is it sufficiently broad and specifically appropriate to take in that which is quintessentially American? For de Tocqueville,
the single most defining characteristic of the idea of American, was “… the
general equality of condition among the people”. How has this equality of
condition effected the making of an American tectonic?

The idea of individual freedom, so cherished in America, may be the single
force that can serve to expand the concept of the tectonic to embrace the
American situation and heritage. What is characteristic of an American tectonic? There is the freedom to not be tectonic. The American Tectonic may be
closer to a poetics of freedom rather than construction. It may be a form of
American arrogance, pragmatism or something much more fundamental such
as the American reverence for the activity of work. In America, it is not the
architecture that is heroic but the architect, not the building but the individual
person. The action is heroic not the form.

An a-tectonic tectonic?:
The American meeting house, as one example of an a-tectonic tectonic, is
more of a seating plan than a building. The space that is made by seating is
enclosed by a building. If one looks at the plan of a meeting house it is as if
the enclosing wall almost disappears and the activity that takes place within
the building as a container is more significant than the wall. The idea of poche
or mass is minimized. It is a kind of one-room compartition. The space for a
community to freely gather and worship is a kind of anti-tectonic that is
bounded by simple surfaces rather than definitive architectural elements.
What is highly articulated is the invisible communal space of worship that
gives a palpable presence to the emerging belief in the separation of Church
and State. It is this historic separation that gives rise to a society that emphasizes individual freedom in lieu of cultural succession. This approach tends to
down play highly developed autonomous tectonic expression in favor of the
direct expression of an idea about a way of life. This can be compared to the
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entelechy of the European tectonic in which there is an inner motivating force
which aesthetically actualizes itself at the surface and joint as the life of the
architecture. Sullivan’s ornament is tectonic in this sense of the European
tradition, but only in a highly delimited, demarcated and focused sense. The
European tectonic consciously attempts to achieve a more comprehensive
overall harmony of form and content of inner core and outer covering throughout an entire structure at all scales.

The freedom of America is not the universal ethereal intellectual freedom of
mind that Kant or Hegel wrote about that came from the Greeks. The freedom
of America is the freedom of the individual to pursue their own destiny and live
a life based on choice and dignity. The “level playing field” (equal access – the
underlying principle of the catalog) is the analogy that best describes the
American dream of individual freedom however partially realized.

The “level playing field” is assured in America by the dominance of the market
economy. The force of the market economy places constraints upon the
architect that often work against formal and aesthetic refinements. Emerson
was acutely aware that the theatricality of the old world as stage was colliding
with potentially vibrant economic forces of a slumbering but potentially vast
American marketplace. Today this apparently healthy economy has created
forces that profoundly effect the making of architecture. In Emerson’s time
European cultural practice and civic appropriateness came up against the
force of an emergent free market economy and a soon to be partially emancipated society. The very class distinction that made kings and queens in
Europe gave way to an emerging middle class that a few hundred years later
would aspire to live in Levittown.

Variants and modes of An American Tectonic:
The origins of an American Tectonic lie in the European tradition of the timber
and shipwright. The early timber framed constructions, modified to meet the
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opportunities presented by boundless supplies of timber, a severe climate and
the shortage of labor, concealed the framing to speed construction (less
refining of timber surface) and increase comfort. The architect / engineer at
work during this time retained tectonic authority but subsumed tectonic expression to application of style even though America led the world in timber construction innovation. The absence of a tectonic model of expression and the
dominance of neoclassical styles in American architecture during the mid1700’s left the architect with little choice but to apply a thin film of style over
the ingenious timber frame system.

William Strickland’s importation of cast and wrought iron design, manufacturing, and building techniques opened possibilities for the tectonic in America.
The refinement of iron as a building skeleton shifted tectonic authority away
from the hands of the carpenter, by reducing the craftsman to mere assembler,
to the hands of the draughtsman designing the castings. The combination of
the safety elevator and iron framing systems led to masonry / iron hybrid
buildings up to 16 floors tall. The Havermeyer building, (1891 New York) by
George Post and the Monadnock building (1869 Chicago) by George Root
show the evolutionary step to a fully-formed skyscraper was less one of iron
vs. steel technology but rather expression. New York was the site of the first
convergence of technology, finance, land values and business expansion
which fueled the birth of the tall building. Richard Morris Hunt, Bradford Gilbert
and George Post had all built “elevator buildings,” technically, the tall building
was a known commodity. The unknown part of the skyscraper type was it’s
appearance. Editorials debated the place of style in skyscraper design at the
turn of the century arguing against the Beaux Arts approach to style applique.
These same editorials proposed that the tall building as a new commercial
type should find an expression arising out of the “truth of it’s construction.”

Cladding and the naked truth: The American Tectonic
“It must not be viewed solely from an archeological
standpoint…Whenever in the world there was a period or style of
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architecture worth preserving, its inner spirit so closely fitted to the age
wherein it flourished, that the style could not be fully preserved, either
by the people who immediately succeeded it, or by us after many
years…Our Architecture if it is good will fit us.”
John Wellborne Root

Broad application of cast iron framing elements in New York and Boston laid
the aesthetic and technical groundwork for the American skyscraper. The iron
frame was left unclad in most storefronts and commercial interiors. The
foundry process allowed for ornament to be integrally cast with the column,
assuring the proper execution of style and eliminating the need for cladding.
The integration of ornament and elements of style in the column allowed for an
acceptable exposure of the frame. This made the cast iron front a refined
product, not the “rude” framing common to balloon construction at the time.
This exposure of the “naked truth” of construction was completely acceptable
to the architects and upscale clientele of these mercantile palaces.

Louis Sullivan and the Skyscraper:
Embracing the vertical and repetitive nature of the skyscraper program was
Louis Sullivan’s breakthrough conception. The Wainwright and Guaranty
building have been acclaimed by architectural historians and critics alike for
their architectural expression of the vertical nature of the skyscraper type. The
correlation between the architectural expression and actual construction was
clearly secondary. This was a similar technique used by architects applying
historical elements to tall building facades. This secondary correlation can be
seen in Sullivan’s addition of vertical elements clad identically to the actual
columns in the Wainwright façade. Recessing the spandrel beams between
column elements is a similar reaction to the grail of vertical expression, not an
expression of constructed hierarchy between column and spandrel. These
buildings by Adler and Sullivan firmly established the tectonic in America as an
expression in cladding, not the “naked truth” of exposed structure proposed by
Laugier. Sullivan’s essay “The Tall Building Artistically Considered,” which
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followed the construction of Wainwright by some 5 years is a vivid example of
the American tendency to propose the theory after the construction, contrasting with the European model where the theory precedes the construction.
Sullivan’s essay clearly stated that the ideal expression was the “soul” of the
building type.
“It must be tall, every inch of it tall. The force and power of altitude
must be in it, the glory and pride of exultation must be in it. It must be
every inch a proud and soaring thing, rising in sheer exultation that
from bottom to top it is a unity without single dissenting line”
An important distinction is made here – Sullivan is discussing the nature of the
tall building, not it’s construction. This left Sullivan free to develop the façade
and details for the singular purpose of expressing the nature of the tall building. This meant adding column-like elements, altering the prominence of
horizontal construction elements to achieve the expression of the vertical.

Both the application of historical elements and the application of non-structural
“columns” in the Wainwright building are rooted in the pragmatic necessity to
clad the tall building frame, for fire protection and integration of building services. The tectonic failures of early tall buildings (their inability to be poetic
examples of their making) can be primarily attributed to the designers dependence on the “truth” resulting from masonry construction. That truth being,
what you see is what is supporting, either vertically or horizontally, the building. The pragmatic problems (or opportunities) presented by cladding had first
been considered in floor construction. Various tile, arch, and plaster methods
had been in use since the early Bogardus iron frames. The possibilities of
cladding to enhance the tectonic clarity of the facades had gone unrealized for
50 years. The role of cladding as primary expression for tectonic clarity
achieved by Adler and Sullivan would be a model used by architects for the
next 100 years.
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Mies van der Rohe and the skyscraper:
Up to this point, the American tectonic has been developed from carpenter’s
art to the artistic expression of the art of building defined as the expression of
the building’s nature. “It must be tall, every inch of it tall….a proud and soaring
thing!” Mies van der Rohe explored three ideas about tectonic clarity. First,
and most consequential is the translation of what was to be expressed from
the nature of the building to the nature of the elements of it’s construction. As
in Sullivan’s work, this expression is to be found primarily on the façade.
Standardized industrial rolled or extruded sections were applied as ornamental
cladding as a sign indicating the presence of structural steel hidden behind the
fireproofing. Prominent examples are: the Commonwealth Promenade Apartments (1953-56), Seagram Office Building (1954-58) and Lake Shore Drive
Apartments (1948-51). Second is the exposure of the structure, “the naked
truth” as seen in the Bacardi Office Building (1957-61), Berlin Gallery (196268), Farnsworth house (1945-50), IIT Crown Hall (1950-56), and various
convention hall projects. Third would be the transformation of the structure
through the cladding. Examples are the columns at the Barcelona Pavillion
(1929), and Villa Tugendhat (1928-30). Considering Mies in light of Peter’s
formulation Mies displays a well developed understanding of European refinement and American directness.

Exposure of the truth of construction – structure:
The success of the American tectonic to this point had been fundamentally
grounded in the pragmatic need for cladding of structure (truth) as a response
to climate, fire and systems integration. The cladding is subsequently responsible for the expression of the constructive elements, program and essential
nature of the building. What were the consequences of exposure (the naked
truth of structure) as a strategy to achieve tectonic clarity? The simple exposure of standard materials erected with standard methods never met the
aesthetic expectations of the design community in America. Masonry construction, which is inherently capable of being both structure and cladding, was,
until the Monadnock building, encrusted with ornament intended to civilize the
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expression. Timber construction required cladding and ornament to resolve it’s
lack of refinement. Iron storefront construction had been the most successful
at the exposure of structure, but quickly succumbed to the demand for refinement through applied style. The steel frame did not fare better. The exposure
of the steel frame in architectural settings demanded a higher level of precision in joining achieved primarily through handcrafting. The aesthetic achievements of Mies van der Rohe and Phillip Johnson became icons for simplistic
formulations of “truth” “honesty” and “material integrity.” Exposure of structure
was closer to the “truth” than cladding.

At this point the building code becomes a force of change in the American
tectonic. Advances in understanding of the origins and behavior of fire, it’s
effect on building materials, the efficient evacuation of occupants and improved insurance coverage made the unprotected, non-combustible construction types (IIN, IIIN in the UBC) available for small to mid-sized (15 – 28,000)
square feet commercial and institutional buildings. These construction types
allowed for the exposure of the construction without the cladding required for
fire protection. Prior to the introduction of these exposed construction types,
the single family residence was the only building type and scale where exposure of the structure was possible. The single family residence could be
counted on for the resources (commission, budget and time) required for hand
crafting the (steel) structure, where these larger structures had sufficient
restrictions on commission, budget and time so as to require architects to
employ legitimate products of industrial processes.

Sweet’s Catalog and the architect as shopper:
The hung ceiling, florescent lighting, vinyl composition floor tiles, wall to wall
carpet, drywall, vinyl base, the pre-engineered window wall, column covers
and dryvit are almost unavoidable in the making of building projects in the US
today. The architect has had to become more of a shopper than a maker. The
Internet may make this all the more an inescapable part of what is almost a
given palette of construction products that are installed with little deviation.
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Sweet’s Catalog published by Mcgraw Hill has been in existence since 1906.
It has been the primary source of building product information for architects in
the US. Organized in the now familiar 16 divisions it covers the full range of
products that are part of the complex system of availability and installation that
make up the construction industry. It should be noted that this system has
begun to be dramatically effected by the accessibility of the World Wide Web
and advanced three dimensional visualization tools. If one combines Sweet’s ,
applicable building codes, accessibility standards, ecological considerations
and Graphic Standards one begins to understand the multi-faceted constraints
of American practice and the limitations that make up tectonic possibilities.
This is not stated in the form of a critique but rather to begin to better understand the complex situation of American architectural practice. Hundreds of
thousands of acres of commercial square footage have been built using the
Sweets catalog as palette. Only the smallest of percentage of these buildings
approach architecture. This underscores the importance of formal amplification
in elevating the catalog product in architecture. What kind of curriculum in
schools of architecture will allow graduates to operate within and intelligently
challenge such constraints? Historically architecture students have been
taught more about making than shopping. The ability to select and ultimately
arrange a set of pre-given materials products and services offered by the
construction industry is one that is barely cultivated in schools of architecture.
We ask students to choose materials more often than products. Is there a
pedagogy of shopping?

The primacy of basic design and form can be instantly nullified by the gravity
of economic forces. It is somewhat ironic that the joint the cherished essence
of the tectonic idea has become in the US the place of sophisticated research
and development of high performance sealants and adhesives which tend to
negate the existence of the joint and the necessity for jointing.

Architects and builders have had access to manufactured materials and
products for buildings since the earliest days of North American settlement.
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The proportion of elements crafted on site to those manufactured off-site have
steadily fallen since the 1700’s. The question of the architectural merit of these
mass produced components began to intensify with the profusion of cast iron
elements and ornament in the early 1800’s. The possibility of architectural merit
in mass produced products was confirmed in the early 1950’s with the Eames
house at Pacific Palisades. That architecture would result from specifications
that were more like shopping lists seemed less likely as the 1960’s and 70’s
wore on. Replacing on-site processes (plastering) with product installation (lay in
ceiling tile) that had begun in the late 1800’s was almost complete.

The poetic nature of construction, produced from catalog – standard products
becomes possible when architects use fundamental design principles - translation, transformation, repetition, contrast of color and surface, continuity of line to
make a formal structure which has an inherent ability to amplify construction that
was executed using the catalog palette.

Two examples of the catalog tectonic:
Hardy Holzman Pfieffer’s 1974 Columbus Occupational Health Center is an
example of the combination of standard steel decking, joists, rolled sections,
corrugated panels, curtain wall, industrial parquet flooring, spiral rolled ductwork
and concrete masonry with mass-produced high style furniture in a formal
structure inspired and adapted from the rules of collage. The resulting exposure
of structure and systems are amplified by the formal structure adapted from
contemporary art, while the exterior cladding maps the primary functional areas
of the building program.

The Michigan City Public Library by Murphy / Jahn (1977) demonstrates the
possibilities of the catalog as a palette for the poetics of construction employing
unclad construction within a formal structure which elevates the ordinary through
contrast and repetition.

This one story library is constructed out of prefabricated steel trusses and
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manufactured insulated translucent cladding panels as wall enclosure. Unlike
the HHPA Columbus Occupational Health building, color is not used to differentiate structure from infill, rather it is used to unify a textured white backdrop
for the library books / stacks.

The Michigan City Library uses a forty-five degree rotation in the formal structure between floor and roof to heighten the visual impact of the repeated steel
trusses spanning valley to clerestory in the roof in contrast to the orthogonal
grid of shelving. The saw-toothed clerestories are made with prefabricated
girder trusses and standard glazing establish a series of strong diagonals
across the whole of the building. The contrast between the strong diagonals of
the clerestories and the orthogonal orientation of the stacks transforms the
impact of the ordinary steel truss into a line. The translucent panels, having
an interior rectilinear grid and span from floor to clerestory peak provide a
more neutral ground to the play of lines in the rotated roof and orthogonal floor
structures. This project can be seen as establishing a rich duality between
abstraction and products.

Conclusion: the question remains
This essay has attempted to trace, what in the end, appears as a somewhat
tenuous and discontinuous line of tectonic development and thought in American architecture. The reasons for this are many. First there is a consideration
of what the tectonic really is and whether it applies to American architecture,
secondly the difficulty of pinning down the concept of the tectonic given its
apparent double condition of being both history and theory. Thirdly perhaps
there is simply not enough accumulation of historical examples that can
provide adequate evidence for conclusively answering the question - is there
an American tectonic? One can also challenge the initial premise of this
question that may force American architecture into an untenable European
framework inappropriate to its own nature.

In general terms one does see certain characteristics that come up again and
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again over time as they may suggestive of the principles of an American
tectonic – the focus on expressing and idealizing the nature of the activity and
symbol of each building type, a reliance on direct economical solutions and a
time-is-money mentality, a favoring or elevating of function over form and
beauty, an acceptance of the disassociation of structure and covering (this is
the positive tension that Frampton is of late seeking between structure and
surface), the emphasis on products of the construction industry rather than
material and the materiality of construction, a deep seated suspicion about the
efficacy of theory for architecture and a philosophical tradition centered around
empiricism, romanticism and pragmatism.

Given the rich American philosophical tradition exemplified by great minds
such as Charles Saunders Pierce one can legitimately ask the question of
whether such profound ideas have been given their due. Have we sufficiently
detected the possibilities and inspiration that Pierce and others such as William James can provide to the making of an American architecture? Robert
Venturi in Complexity and Contradiction seems to have intuitively tapped such
sources yet it has been 34 years since a book of this importance has appeared for American architecture. Perhaps it is a time for a return to theory in a
land of opportunity. If one considers that the break with the old world was
never complete it is this very incompleteness that both haunts us and gives
rise to the opportunity for a deeper understanding of the reciprocity between
old and new world tectonics. In the work of contemporary architects such as
W.G. Clark, Will Bruder, Steven Holl, Todd Williams and Billie Tsien there
exists a sympathetic spirit to American ideals and aspirations. Their work
appears to offer substantial contributions to the evolution of tectonic thinking in
American.

The question of an American tectonic may also be rendered moot by the
increasing pervasiveness of the World Wide Web and Information Technology
both within architectural practice and education in America and beyond. The
existence of nationalistic frames of reference upon which the original question
26
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depends may simply be disappearing. Yet something so fundamental as
topos may have the power to override or substantially influence even the
most global of trends, including the very idea of the global. The relationship
between topos and poetics may be inextricably linked regardless of the
influence of the virtual upon the real. That we will continue to build in specific
places that can give rise to particular poetics seems not out of the realm of
possibility. The question remains what the future of the poetics of construction
in American architecture will be and what truths it will tell.
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